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What grows from a pandemic? Toward an abolitionist
agroecology
Maywa Montenegro de Wit

Department of Environmental Studies, University of California Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA, USA

ABSTRACT
COVID-19 has exposed racialized vulnerabilities in the dominant
agrifood system and granted opportunities to build anew. In this
paper, I explore a series of breakdowns, from pandemic ecologies
to uncontrolled infection among meatpacking workers.
Agroecology has the potential to heal manifold metabolic rifts
through which these problems arise. Ecologically, it offers
biodiversity-based agriculture to maintain landscape complexity
and buffer viral spillovers. Socially, intentional work is needed to
center racism in the original accumulations through which
metabolic rifts emerge. Specifically, agroecologists can mobilize
lessons from abolition, a strategy premised on dismantling
exploitative systems through growing relationships and
institutions that affirm life.
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Introduction

When Cedric Robinson (1983) sharpened the outlines of ‘racial capitalism’ – anticipating
contemporary movements such as Black Lives Matter and Occupy Wall Street – he chal-
lenged the idea that capitalism was a revolutionary negation of feudalism. Instead, he
argued, capitalism had flowered within a thoroughly racist feudal order of Western civili-
zation such that neither racism nor capitalism would cleanly break from the old tradition.
Rather they would extend it, coevolving to forge a ‘modern world system of “racial capit-
alism” dependent on slavery, violence, imperialism, and genocide’ (Kelley 2017).

In 2020, COVID-19 would bolster Robinson’s thesis, as it moved freely along pathways
of international capital and trade, suggesting radical equivalence insofar as no human was
biologically immune. It also tore through any real experience of equity, as Black, Brown,
and Indigenous communities in the United States began contracting the virus and
dying at much higher rates than their white counterparts (CRDT 2020; Oppel et al.
2020). Then, in late May a quarantined world watched a white Minneapolis police
officer squeeze the life out of a Black man named George Floyd. African-Americans
were reminded that a ‘return to normal’ as economies reopened meant the US was
‘working its way back into its familiar groove’ of killing unarmed Black people (Taylor
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2020a). In what may go down in history books as ‘Floyd’s Rebellion’ but was
more fundamentally mass rejection of routinized state violence, protests and
demonstrations brought communities around the world into the streets in defense of
Black lives.

The conjuncture created by COVID-19 and recognition of systemic racism is also an
opportunity now to take a closer look at the dominant agri-food system, a central
locus of breakdowns in racial capitalism in the US and globally. Some of its features con-
stitutively lead to the genesis of new diseases from agrarian landscapes, including – but
not limited to – COVID-19. Other features enable uncontrolled infection and death, as
seen in outbreaks among meatpacking plant workers. Still others lead to greater
hunger and food insecurity. These vulnerabilities reveal deep and interlinked ecological,
social, and epistemic metabolic rifts – which may escape reductionist lenses but do not
elude a pathogen that, unimpeded by capitalist organization and imperatives, continues
to spread. These connections also do not escape a more holistic read on COVID-19, which
is my impetus for asking how agroecology can provide critical insights now.

Agroecology is a science, practice, and movement that combines Indigenous and prac-
titioner wisdoms with principles of ecology to generate sustainable and equitable food
systems (Altieri 1995; Gliessman 2015). In this article, I use an agroecological lens to
look at the COVID-19 story as seen through the food system. In Part 1, I ask: How are agrar-
ian transitions and changing interfaces between ‘wild’ and ‘domesticated’ landscapes
helping pathogens spill over into human populations? In what ways does industrial
animal agriculture elevate risk for further outbreaks? Part 2 pivots from outbreak
origins to effects by looking at breakdowns in global food supply chains and the
uneven impacts of COVID-19 on food system laborers, many of whom are poor and
people of color. In Part 3, I ask how can agroecologists productively intervene at this
moment of intersectional crises?

Here, I extend some classic ideas in agroecology, where restoring a high-quality matrix
is key to co-producing food security and biodiversity conservation. Practicing agroecology
could, I argue, heal ruptured ecological metabolic rifts in agriculture while endowing land-
scapes with greater pandemic resilience. Next, I argue that agroecology must mend social
facets of the metabolic rift extending back from colonial slavery through today. To this
end, agroecologists can learn from the politics and practices of abolition in the Black
Radical Tradition (Davis 2003; Gilmore 2007), which at its core, rejects the idea of stopping
at reform, be it to slavery, prisons, or police. Both interventions, I suggest, can comp-
lement important methods already proposed to ‘amplify,’ ‘massify,’ and ‘scale out’ agroe-
cology (Brescia 2017; Mier y Terán Giménez Cacho et al. 2018; Altieri and Nicholls 2020)
and help realize radical transformation to a more egalitarian world.

On methods: Following political ecologists who consider the makers of ‘texts’ to be not
only social and natural scientists, but also journalists, activists, and civil society organiz-
ations (Robbins 2011), I analyze diverse academic and non-academic sources in this
article. The research on abolition is informed by organizing work and self-education. I
would like to underscore that I am not an abolition expert, nor do I pretend to be.
What I hope to do is open room for dialogue within agroecology on this topic, as it
offers a vernacular of revolutionary potential. Finally, my examples draw primarily from
the US, partly because the scale of disaster in this country put a dark twist on American
exceptionalism – in mid-November, the US had 23 percent of the world’s COVID-19 cases
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(10.8 million) yet only 4 percent of the world’s population (JHU 2020) – and partly because
the US is the site of my own lockdown experience.

Part 1: emergence and super-spreading

The agrarian view

On 28 January 2020, Chinese authorities reported that 132 individuals had died from a
novel coronavirus (Wang, Cheng, and Huang 2020). Just weeks prior, China had identified
this virus, later dubbed SARS-CoV-2, as the cause of a pneumonia outbreak centered on
Wuhan, China (WHO 2020). The Huanan Wholesale Seafood Market was suspected to be
related to the first pneumonia cases reported in late December 2019 (WMHC 2019), and
epidemiologists reported that the disease, by then known as COVID-19, had transmitted
through contacts with this market (Hui et al. 2020; P. Wu et al. 2020). An open complex of
50,000 square meters, the Huanan market sells seafood, fresh meat, produce, and live wild
animals for consumption (P. Wu et al. 2020). Still, the exact etiology of the disease remains
unknown. A Lancet article in February found that 13 of the initial 41 cases had no known
epidemiological link to the marketplace (Huang et al. 2020). These findings bolstered the
theory that the Wuhan market might have been a human-to-human super-spreader site,
rather than the point of animal-to-human spillover.

Meanwhile, epidemiological need for specificity around animal hosts was not helped
by racialized attacks on wet markets. Media reports communicated disgust (Myers
2020) and even called for abolishing markets ‘where pandemics breed’ (Walzer and
Kang 2020). Anthropologists Lynteris and Fearnley (2020) explain that in western
media, ‘wet markets’ are often portrayed as emblems of Chinese otherness: ‘Chaotic ver-
sions of oriental bazaars, lawless areas where animals that should not be eaten are sold as
food, and where what should not be mingled comes together (seafood and poultry, ser-
pents and cattle).’ This fuels anxieties of what anthropologists have long identified as
‘matter out of place’: ‘a symbolic system of pollution through which proscriptions and pre-
scriptions of what foods or foodstuffs may be combined is held up’ (Lynteris and Fearnley
2020).

Western COVID-19 media lapsed into this othering, resulting in accounts that seldom
included Chinese farmers’ perspectives, or paused to interrogate how farmers came to
grow ‘wild’ food in the first place. Fearnley, an anthropologist, has followed the emer-
gence of infectious diseases from Southern China, often referred to as the epicenter of
flu pandemics. During fieldwork in China’s Jiangxi Province, he found that farmers near
Poyang Lake regularly crisscrossed cultivated-wild divides. They were in fact breeding
wild geese (Fearnley 2015). Two factors, Fearnley learned, were most important
towards bringing farmers into wild geese breeding in the late 1990s: an opportunity to
meet consumer demand without illegally poaching from the wild, and a price premium
for sought-after foods at a time when rural smallholders faced increasing economic
pressure from large-scale industrial farmers.

China’s post-Mao market reforms can be sketched as ‘leaps’ (Zhang and Donaldson
2008). In the first leap, which began in 1978, collectivized farmland was distributed to indi-
vidual households, leading to re-expansion in the number of smallholder farmers, known
as ‘specialized’ (zhuanyehu) because they focused on particular cash crops or livestock,
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including chickens, ducks or pigs. In the 1990s, China embarked on a second leap towards
meeting the needs of ‘scientific agriculture and socialized production’ (Deng Xiaoping, 28
in Zhang and Donaldson 2008). Heavily capitalized ‘dragonhead enterprises’ (longtou
qiye) – industrial food production conglomerates – were supported by the state as a
means of rapid economic growth (IATP and GRAIN 2018). Schneider (2017, 89) depicts
this massive increase in China’s production and consumption since 1978 as driven by
an ‘industrial meat regime,’ in which modern notions of meat-as-progress articulated
with a relentless drive for capital accumulation.

The industrial meat regime also drove independent smallholders out of animal
agriculture, especially in pork and poultry. Some farmers discovered a workaround,
opting to raise wild animals that could be sold for higher returns in niche markets
(Fearnley 2015). Many were pressed into forested regions, home to caves and tree
hollows where bats nest. Virologists and epidemiologists studying the ‘ecology of
disease’ now fear these trends have heightened the risk of a bat virus jumping to
a pangolin or other animal, and from there into humans (Robbins 2012; Wallace
2020). Pandemics appear to track less with China’s ‘primitive’ foodways than with
its agro-industrial growth.

Losing ecological frictions

Although scientists have zeroed in on horseshoe bats as the likely original reservoir for
SARS-CoV-2 (Latinne et al. 2020), the virus probably passed through an intermediate
animal host before it spilled over into humans (Fisher and Heymann 2020). A spiny
mammal called a pangolin, often sold in China by smallholders, might have been that
host (Zhang, Wu, and Zhang 2020). Yet small and large-scale production are not easily
separable. In the 1990s, as dragonhead enterprises displaced peasants who cut into
forested regions, the social-ecological interface of the landscape was expanded, destabi-
lized, and transformed in still underappreciated ways.

Evolutionary biologist Rob Wallace has tracked such political ecologies for nearly two
decades. In 2015, Wallace and coauthors described how the neoliberalization of West
African forests may have generated a new niche for Ebola: ‘Deforestation and intensive
agriculture may strip out traditional agroforestry’s stochastic friction, which typically
keeps the virus from lining up enough transmission’ (Wallace et al. 2015). The basic
idea of friction is simple. Neither fully alive nor dead, a virus relies upon a living host in
order to reproduce its RNA or DNA. As a rule of thumb, a virus can afford to be more
deadly if the probability of its transmission is high, whereas if transmission opportunities
are low, the pathogen evolves to prevent knocking out its host before it can spread.
Complex ecosystems serve as natural brakes to biological transmission in several ways:
through lowering the relative density of organisms, through imposing biophysical bar-
riers, and most importantly through supporting a phalanx of organisms with genetically
distinctive backgrounds, some of which will be vulnerable to the disease, but others
which will resist.

Such frictions have been overcome many times, disease ecologist Peter Daszak
explained in a radio interview (Daszak 2020). His team had traveled to China in the
early 2000s in order to study the wildlife origins of SARS.
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What we found was really surprising: a huge diversity, dozens, hundreds of bat-origin coro-
naviruses. We found evidence that they were continually spilling over into people. We looked
at rural populations in southwest China and found 3% of them had antibodies to these
viruses. And we estimate that the exposure across Southeast Asia is about 1 million to 7
million people a year, just by living in rural areas where bats live. So, it’s not just an expec-
tation that we’ll have more events. It’s a certainty.

That is, viral spillover events are understood by biologists to happen all the time, and so
the leap by SARS-CoV-2 was, quite literally, just a matter of time. Indigenous peoples know
full well the non-novelty of pandemics – Old World diseases such as smallpox, typhus, and
measles tore through native populations faster than Europeans themselves (Immerwahr
2019). Nonetheless, spillover events have for centuries been geographically limited,
snuffing in and out with little notice beyond directly affected communities. Globalization
has splintered this general rule, reconfiguring the planet’s economic geography for accel-
erated transmission, including ‘human networks for potential diffusion [that] are vast and
open’ (Harvey 2020). As early data frommobile phone users in China showed, SARS-CoV-2
likely hopscotched within weeks fromWuhan to surrounding cities and on to elite centers
of commerce: Dubai, São Paolo, London, Paris, Tokyo, Mumbai, Moscow, New York (J. Wu
et al. 2020).

Globalized transit is not the only factor increasing the probability that viruses become
pandemics. Increasingly, explain Wallace et al. (2020), wild food has become a formal
sector, ‘evermore capitalized by the same sources backing industrial production.’
Whether harvested or cultivated, wild food is no longer the marginal enterprise the
term suggests, and its production now connects megacities like Wuhan to operations
at the border of a shrinking wilderness (Schneider 2017). With agribusiness, logging,
and mining decimating the last of the forest, wild-food operations must continuously
cut further in to raise their delicacies or to harvest remaining tree stands. As a result,
argue Wallace et al. (2020),

the most exotic of pathogens, in this case bat-hosted SARS-2, find their way onto a truck,
whether in food animals or the labor tending them, shotgun from one end of a lengthening
periurban circuit to the other before hitting the world stage.

Searching for the root cause of COVID-19, then, propels us to look across global geogra-
phies, where landgrabs and resource grabs decimate the ecological firebreaks that could
otherwise limit viral spillover and spread. It suggests we look to the drivers of increasingly
formalized wild food sectors, holding state and corporate actors accountable for their role
in transforming spillover events into pandemic potential. It also invites us to look beyond
sites where pathogens previously held in check by tropical forest ecologies have sprung
free to where outbreaks incubate in the heartlands of agribusiness.

Metabolic rifts: CAFOs and meatpacking plants

If zoonotic spillover tends to occur at the frontiers of capitalist development, centers of
agribusiness have their own hotbeds of pathogenicity. For example, biosurveillance ana-
lysts traced the 2009 swine flu (H1N1) to a Smithfield subsidiary in Mexico (Philpott 2009),
a theory borne out by later phylogenetic studies (Nelson et al. 2015). Opened in the wake
of NAFTA, the plant consolidated farms in Veracruz and opened Carroll Ranches, where
Smithfield avoided environmental regulations to which it had been subject in the US
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(Wallace 2009a). When 60% of the residents in a nearby village fell ill, the Mexican govern-
ment confirmed positive tests for the virus which had by then spread around the world
(Tuckman and Booth 2009). Yet rather than belabor the contested role of a particular
company in spawning H1N1, Wallace (2009b) encourages attention to the deregulation
allowing animal agribusinesses to expand into the Global South, taking advantage of
cheap labor, cheap land, and lax oversight. Instead of talking about ‘swine flu,’ he
suggests, we should be discussing ‘NAFTA flu.’

The H1N1 variant of swine flu is hardly alone. At the Université Libre de Bruxelles in
Belgium, scientists have linked intensive poultry production with the emergence of
highly pathogenic forms of avian flu (Gilbert, Xiao, and Robinson 2017). In China, just
three years before the COVID-19 outbreak began, tens of thousands of pigs in four
factory farms in Guangdong – less than 100 km from where SARS emerged in 2003 –
died from an outbreak of a new coronavirus strain also traced to bats (Zhou et al.
2018). In late June 2020, peer-reviewed research indicated that another flu with pandemic
potential had been found, this time in slaughterhouse samples in 10 Chinese provinces
‘with high-density pig populations’ (Sun et al. 2020, 2).

In fact, to evolve the most virulent and infectious phenotypes, one could almost
not invent a better system than the modern Concentrated Animal Feeding Operation
(CAFO). Wherever animals are tightly packed together and forced to live in unsanitary
conditions – lying beak to beak or snout to snout with almost no fresh air or sun-
light – tremendous stress is put on animals’ immune systems according to physician
Michael Greger, author of How to Survive a Pandemic (2020). The overcrowding and
the scale – where tens of thousands of animals are routinely stuffed into football-
field-sized sheds – creates what Greger, echoing a 2005 National Academies report
(2005, 12), calls a ‘perfect storm’ environment for the emergence and spread of
disease.

It also helps to examine the factory farm from the virus’s point of view. The fact that
most industrial livestock and fowl have been bred to be genetically uniform serves the
virus well; as long as the germ can successfully infect one bird or beast, it can spread
without encountering any genetic variants that might otherwise slow the bug down. Evol-
utionary pressure on virality is also lifted. On a small farm or in the wild, a pathogen is
unlikely to regularly come across hosts, so there is an effective downward pressure on
virulence. But, as Wallace explained to Vox: ‘if you get into a barn with 15,000 turkeys
or 250,000 layer chickens, you can just burn right through. There’s no cap on your
being a badass’ (Samuel 2020).

Underlining that such features do not emerge from ‘nature’ outside and separate from
culture, economy, and daily life, Wallace and kindred analysts (see also Moore 2000; Davis
2020; Harvey 2020) take a dialectical and relational view of the metabolic relation of
nature to capital. For example, because we are increasingly trading poultry and livestock
across international borders, strains of viruses that were previously isolated from each
other on opposite sides of the world can now recombine more readily. Viruses have seg-
mented genomes, making this genetic deck-shuffling particularly important. Most recom-
binations will not result in anything noxious, but when globalization accelerates the rate
at which such remixing occurs, it also means an explosion in the diversity of pathogens
evolving. In the most palpable of ways, viruses have shown us how nature transforms
society, and in turn, how nature is socially produced.
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This, of course, is nothing new. Reconfigurations of nature by capital have long given
scholars insights into how these pathogenic meat systems were hatched and why. William
Cronon’s Nature’s Metropolis chronicles how Chicago became the ‘porkopolis’ of nine-
teenth century America. By knitting together vast networks of Midwestern feedlots, rail-
roads, and stockyards, industrialists fed the novel disassembly lines of urban meatpacking
plants on the livestock of a countryside rapidly reshaped by industrial demand. Powerful
‘packers’ ruthlessly edged out small-scale butchers across the eastern seaboard, who one
by one closed their own slaughterhouse operations (Cronon 1991, 243). Local meat mer-
chants found that survival meant selling Chicago beef, for they could no longer afford to
purchase, slaughter, and butcher livestock themselves and still earn a profit if forced to
sell at the packers’ prices. Though meat industry hubs would later migrate away from
Chicago, the packers had done two important things. First, they had honed oligopoly
power, which still reverberates in supply chains today. Second, they had succeeded in
their efforts to ‘systematize the market in animal flesh – to liberate nature from geogra-
phy,’ (1991, 259). To understand the political economy of this separation, it helps to revisit
the logics of spatial, social, and material separations at play in capitalist agriculture, or
what scholars have dubbed the ‘metabolic rift.’

Marx’s metabolic rift: a ‘monstrous expense’

The term ‘metabolic rift’ originates in work by Marx and Engels, whose concept of a
metabolism posited a two-way interaction: nature that constantly shapes human
society and culture (while setting certain limits on possibilities) and human activity
(especially systems of production) that profoundly transform nature.

An ‘irreparable rift in the interdependent process of social metabolism,’ Marx (1981,
949) observed, was intrinsic to how large-scale industry and large-scale agriculture com-
bined to impoverish the soil and the worker (Foster 1999; Moore 2000). Capitalist pro-
duction unleashed dilemmas that Marx – who read voraciously from soil scientists like
Justus von Liebig and James Johnston – found not only concerning, but downright
absurd. ‘In London,’ he wrote, ‘they can do nothing better with the excrement produced
by 4 1/2 million people than pollute the Thames with it, at monstrous expense’ (Marx
1981, 195). Marx seemed particularly vexed that much of the nutrient value in this
waste originated in poor nations millions of miles away: the Chincha islands off the
coast of Peru. For much of the nineteenth century, both Britain and the US practiced eco-
logical imperialism, mining guano and nitrates from Peru, and later Chile, expanding the
metabolic rift to a global scale (Clark and Foster 2009; Immerwahr 2019).

Urban and agricultural industrialization were jointly responsible for this metabolic sep-
aration, Marx concluded in his main discussions of capitalist agriculture (Foster 1999).
While industry made it possible for agriculture to grow increasingly mechanized, large-
scale, and input-intensive, the developing demographic split between urban and rural
society forced a gap between production and consumption. When consumers had
lived mostly on the land, waste products had naturally returned to the soil. The rural-
urban rift took a renewable solution and created two problems: pollution in the city
and soil infertility in the country.

Since Marx’s time, two events have paved the way for a second rift to occur (Foster and
Magdoff 2000). First was the widespread availability of synthetic nitrogen fertilizers,
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ushered in by World War I weapons manufacture. With abundant cheap fertilizer, farmers
no longer had to plant nitrogen-fixing leguminous crops to maintain soil fertility. These
crops, which included clover and alfalfa, had previously gone to feed beef and dairy
cows, as well as sheep. With the demand for nitrogen-fixing crops gone, farms could
more easily specialize as either crop or livestock operations. Second was concentration
in the animal agriculture industry. As production, processing, marketing, distribution,
and retail became increasingly centralized and vertically integrated, geographical and
sectoral specialization became two defining features (Heffernan 2000; Hendrickson
2015). In the US, beef feedlots now crisscross the southern Great Plains, while states
like Arkansas specialize in poultry, and the Midwest and Carolinas focus on hogs. Meat
processing, meanwhile, is often confined to a few large facilities operated by food
giants such as Tyson, Smithfield, and JBS.

If the first metabolic rift prevented waste from an increasingly urban human popu-
lation from returning to the land, the second rift has disrupted cycles of nutrient
flows from animals (secondary producers) from reaching plants (primary producers)
at the base of the trophic web. This lack of nutrient cycling, in turn, means that
ever more synthetic nutrients must be applied to restore fertility to farm soils. Mean-
while, excess nutrients accumulate at large-scale animal operations, with many docu-
mented hazards for human and environmental health (Weis 2013; IATP and GRAIN
2018). Dead zones in the Gulf of Mexico, global greenhouse emissions, endocrine dis-
ruption linked to hormones in the water supply, the rise of antibiotic-resistant
microbes, and incubation of avian and swine influenzas that can leap to humans –
many of the ills now associated with industrialized agriculture emanate from this
double-cleft metabolic rift.

Meanwhile, important debates have emerged about the concept of the metabolic
rift itself. Foster (1999) locates its origins in the context of nineteenth century agricul-
tural industrialization, while Moore (2000) argues it is more properly located in the
transition to capitalism at the end of the sixteenth century. Moore’s timeline more
readily coheres with an understanding of racial capitalism insofar as it connects
the concept of ‘rifts’ with the separations inherent in primitive accumulations of
finance, land, and labor at the dawn of modern capitalism. By locating rifts not in
the wake of industrial agriculture but in the older primitive accumulations that
enabled its rise – from financial accumulation in the world market, to landed accumu-
lation in the countryside, to violent separations of non-whites from their Indigenous
homelands – the ruptures are more clearly seen within the long arc of racial
capitalism.

For the purposes of this paper, I refer to ‘metabolic rift’ in this longer durée sense,
encompassing Black slavery, Indigenous genocide, and their dispossessions of land
and labor. I use the term in a three-fold sense, as suggested by scholars before
me (Wittman 2009; Schneider and McMichael 2010; Bezner Kerr et al. 2019). First,
as an ecological concept to describe ruptures or imbalances in natural cycles such
as soil and seed renewal. Second as a social concept to describe social causes and
consequences of different human/non-human relations. Third, as an epistemic
concept to call attention to how the set of ecological and social processes that con-
stitute the metabolic rift have not just material but also epistemic pathways for
further rupture or repair.
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Part 2: fragile food chains

Industry has long downplayed troubles associated with the metabolic rift as marginal
tradeoffs in the battle to feed the world. But long before coronavirus, it was evident
that such agriculture is struggling to gain traction on ending hunger (IAASTD 2009;
HLPE 2019; Willett et al. 2019). According to the new State of Food Security and Nutrition
in the World, an estimated 2 billion people did not have access to safe, nutritious, and
sufficient food in 2019. Nearly 690 million people were hungry – up by 10 million
people in one year and by nearly 60 million in five years (FAO et al. 2020).

The forecast grew precipitously worse early on in the COVID-19 pandemic, with the
World Food Programme (2020) warning on 21 April 2020 that the planet was facing a
famine ‘of biblical proportions.’ More than 30 countries in the developing world, the
UN agency cautioned, could experience widespread hunger, and 10 of those countries
each already have more than 1 million people on the brink of starvation. In the US, the
outlook was no better. Feeding America, the nation’s largest network of food banks,
said it was experiencing a 98% increase in demand – with some banks in rural areas so
overwhelmed they had to close. Northwestern’s Institute for Policy Research found that
relative to predicted rates for March 2020, US food insecurity in April doubled overall
and tripled among people with children (Schanzenbach and Pitts 2020). A follow-up
study in July found these trends unrelenting: a full 29.3% of all US respondents with chil-
dren continued to report food insecurity, with effects ranging widely according to race
and ethnicity, from 31.8% of Black and 30.6% of Hispanic/Latino respondents, to 19.3%
of Asian and 18.6% of white respondents (Schanzenbach and Tomeh 2020).

Meanwhile, farms worldwide seemed to be drowning in food surplus. In India, some
farmers unable to get their produce to market on time fed high-value strawberries and
broccoli to their cows (Jadhav 2020). In the US, Idaho farmers dug huge ditches in
which to bury a million pounds of onions, Florida farmers crisscrossed their bean and
cabbage fields to plow perfectly ripe vegetables back into the soil, and, according to
Dairy Farmers of America, dairy farmers dumped as many as 3.7 million gallons of milk
each day in April (Yaffe-Bellany and Corkery 2020). John Peck, executive director of
Family Farm Defenders, told the author of this piece, ‘Some of the streams here are lit-
erally running white now, right into Lake Michigan.’

If destroying food in the face of famine looked baffling to public viewers, sociologists
quickly unraveled the cool logic behind it. Food supply chains, explained DuPuis, Ransom,
and Worosz (2020), are generally split into two types: one for commercial use and the
other for consumer use. In the latter, grocery stores and convenience markets serve
households. In the former, large commercial and institutional purchasers provision
places like restaurants, corporate cafeterias, schools, hospitals, and prisons. What occurred
amid COVID quarantines was partly, then, a story of food chain siloes: as businesses and
schools closed and bulk purchase orders collapsed, food that Americans now ordinarily
consume away from home – the US Department of Agriculture (2018) put the proportion
of food consumer expenditures in 2018 at 54% – did not have a buyer, nor a ready way to
‘jump’ chains. Collapsing commercial demand meant collapsed prices, meaning it was
often cheaper to destroy food than get it to hungry people.

Meat, vegetables, and milk each have particular and peculiar reasons why diverting
flows into supply chains is easy to imagine and hard to do. Short time windows for
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vegetable picking and meat processing, lack of appropriate equipment for commercial
processors to package milk into smaller containers for grocery stories, and falling prices
for many perishable foods all helped account for global asymmetries in supply and
demand at the start of the COVID crisis. But the food system buckled principally due to
structural inequalities that have been there all along. Consolidated industry power and
labor precarity therefore require a closer look.

Consolidation, unmasked

Oligopoly control of the agrifood supply chain has become such a fixture of scholarly cri-
tique that it’s difficult to appreciate with fresh eyes the crisis it represents. But the concen-
tration of power is pervasive and growing. At almost every key stage of the food system,
sociologist Howard (2016) has shown, four firms alone control 40% or more of the market.
In meat processing, just four companies process 85% of the beef, 71% of the pork and
over half of the chicken in the US (Howard 2017; Nylen and Crampton 2020) – and
trends are worsening. ‘There’s greater concentration in meatpacking now’ than in 1921,
Thomas Horton, an antitrust professor at the University of South Dakota, told Politico.
The first antitrust laws were ‘passed to take care of the Big Five. Now we have the Big
Four. We’re going backwards’ (Nylen and Crampton 2020).

Reading headlines through these lenses, it was clear that April news warning of immi-
nent supermarket meat shortages (Crampton 2020) had less to do with hamburger-hoar-
ders than with highly concentrated industry structures. Indeed, just weeks after the first
COVID-19 outbreaks in meatpacking plants were reported, unions announced that facili-
ties responsible for a full 25% of all pork production had closed their doors (Lucas 2020).
Facilities that remained open – across poultry, beef, and pork sectors – were operating at
60 percent of capacity at that time (Crampton 2020). Desperate to avoid further slow-
downs or closures, Tyson, JBS, Cargill, and Smithfield undertook herculean efforts in sub-
sequent weeks to obscure that within their plants, an outbreak of astonishing proportions
was taking off. Smithfield reported its first COVID-19 case on March 26 (Mitchell 2020). By
August 3, according to data collected by the Food & Environment Reporting Network
(2020), some 396 meatpacking plants across the country had confirmed cases of
COVID-19. By November 30, that number had jumped by nearly 40% to 551 plants. At
least 49,454 meatpacking workers had tested positive for the virus and 254 were dead.

Companies responded by invoking national interests. Under the headline ‘A Delicate
Balance: Feeding the Nation and Keeping Our Employees Healthy,’ a letter from John
H. Tyson (2020) appeared as a full-page ad in the Washington Post and New York Times
on April 26: ‘In small communities around the country, where we employ over 100,000
hard-working men and women, we’re being forced to shutter our doors,’ he wrote.
‘This means one thing – the food supply chain is vulnerable.’ Smithfield released its
own statement explaining, ‘We believe it is our obligation to help feed the country,
now more than ever. Operating is not a question of profits; it is a question of necessity’
(Smithfield 2020).

The US government rallied to help Big Meat exploit the pandemic (Mayer 2020). Two
days after the publication of Tyson’s letter, President Donald Trump issued an executive
order that declared meatpacking plants to be ‘critical infrastructure’ under the Defense
Production Act – and prohibited their closure by state health authorities (White House
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2020). In an accompanying statement, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) all but indemnified companies for exposing workers to coronavirus, assuring
employers that the agency would not penalize them for failing to follow Centers for
Disease Control guidance as long as they made a ‘good faith’ effort (OSHA 2020). The
CDC in turn had no real power to enforce its own recommendations, and as of late
June, OSHA had received 5,000 complaints from US workers related to the coronavirus –
but had issued only one citation (NYT 2020).

Thus emboldened by the White House and enervated state agencies, the meatpacking
companies spent crucial early weeks urging local officials to keep plants open, obscuring
testing data, and pressuring workers to return to the line (Pfannenstiel 2020). Thousands
of pages of documents obtained by ProPublica revealed exchanges like these: In mid-
March, a few weeks before a massive outbreak at its South Dakota pork plant, Smithfield’s
chief executive Kenneth Sullivan sent a letter to Nebraska Governor Pete Ricketts, saying
he had ‘grave concerns’ that stay-at-home orders were causing ‘hysteria’ (Grabell,
Perlman, and Yeung 2020). ‘Social distancing,’ Sullivan added, ‘is a nicety that makes
sense only for people with laptops.’ Investigations by USA Today, the Washington Post,
the New York Times, and local papers like Argus News and the De Moines Register revealed
a similar pattern of systematic coercion.

In some ways, it all reflected catastrophic failure on the part of the state to safe-
guard its people. In another way, it showed a remarkably efficient and effective exer-
cise of state power. Roughly 140 years after the meatpackers took Chicago, their
efforts during COVID-19 demonstrated that today, to borrow from journalist Schlosser
(2020), ‘we have a government of big corporations, by big corporations, for big
corporations.’

Intersectional contagions

With consolidated industry power buoyed by an authoritarian state, it was hardly surpris-
ing that coronavirus tore through meat processing plants with a vengeance. But for meat-
packing workers, alongside workers in farming, grocery, and food delivery service,
quitting was hardly an option during the pandemic. Moreover, while in parts of the
country, residents ritually cheered first responders, nurses, and doctors to thank them
for their service, they were less attuned to the wide range of ‘essential workers’ putting
their lives on the line. Many were people of color, connected to food.

Meatpacking, already infamously among the most dangerous jobs in America (Schlos-
ser 2001), provided a ready glimpse into the intertwined vulnerabilities of race and class
that COVID-19 only deepened. All types of essential workers faced steep challenges in
obtaining basic safety protections, including personal protective equipment (PPE). Yet
inside meatpacking plants, the work itself was hard to square with PPE. Joe Enriquez, pre-
sident of the League of United Latin American Citizens in Iowa told Bloomberg News that
combining fast line speeds with protective equipment was like jogging while wearing full
head gear (Mulvany et al. 2020). Face shields are impractical because inevitably, blood
spatters on the shields, forcing employees to wipe them off to see properly and exposing
them to the virus. Line speeds should slow to enable social distancing, said worker unions
(UFCW 2020). But in April, the USDA allowed 15 poultry plants to exceed federal limits on
how many birds workers can process in a minute (Thompson and Berkowitz 2020) and
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May data showed that hog and cattle slaughterhouse production had rebounded to 80%
normal (USDA-ERS 2020). Line speeds were speeding up.

Workers inside these plants reflect the international complexion of free trade and
union-busting that has seen the meat industry uproot from cities with strong union tra-
ditions to smaller towns across the Great Plains and Midwest since the 1970s (Haedicke
2020). Today’s plants, already sizably supported by African-American labor, recruit
heavily from Central America and Mexico (Kandel and Parrado 2005), and recent
studies document an uptick in hiring refugees. Nelson and Marston (2020) found that
refugee workers in a JBS plant in Greeley, Colorado hailed primarily from East Africa
and from the Burma/Thailand region. Pre-COVID, the situation was thus already bleak.
Refugees, undocumented persons, and recent immigrants not only faced language bar-
riers, unfamiliarity with US labor protections, and deportation threats, but had slim
odds in legal battles against a $40-billion-annual-revenue giant like Tyson if injured on
the job (Schlosser 2020). In July, the CDC confirmed that COVID-19 was bearing down
on racial and ethnic minorities in meatpacking plants with a ‘disproportionate burden
of illness and death’ (Waltenburg et al. 2020, 888). Some 61% of meatpacking workers
in the US are Black, Hispanic or Asian, according to data the CDC obtained from 21
states. Yet people of color accounted for 87% of those infected with the coronavirus.

Meatpacking workers were not alone in experiencing the paradox of essential labor
under COVID-19. At farm and fork ends of the supply chain, struggles showed parallels
and contrasts. US farmworkers were told to keep 6-feet social distance, yet they continued
to be transported to the fields in packed buses and have long contended with over-
crowded housing, making transmission inevitable (Chang and Holmes 2020). Access to
clean water for handwashing was a challenge, since many fields lacked water stations,
waiting lines could be long, and workers knew that time spent washing hands was
time unpaid (Eskenazi, Moreno, and Voit 2020). Racism has never been distant from
these farmworkers’ lives. More than a third of California’s farmworkers are uninsured,
up to 60% are undocumented, and federal immigration rules chronically repel immigrants
from seeking out medical treatment (Holmes 2013). As if on cue, agriculture in central
Washington became ground zero of the state’s coronavirus crisis. Yakima County in
June had the highest per capita rate of COVID-19 infections on the entire West Coast
(JHU 2020), a prevalence that farmworker advocates directly linked to historical racism.
‘It’s almost like we’re someone’s sacrificial lamb in this pandemic,’ Rosalinda Guillén,
executive director of Community to Community Development, a farmworker-based
organization, told reporters (McCarty 2020).

Restaurant workers experienced the flipside of job precarity as they were sidelined in
early spring. Until COVID-19 shuttered eating establishments across the country, 15.6
million people worked at about one million restaurants in the US (Pershan 2020). Of
the staggering 20.5 million US jobs lost in April, more than 25% came from restaurants
and bars, according to the US Department of Labor (USDL 2020). State unemployment
websites and phone lines were overwhelmed with claims (Saxena 2020), and undocumen-
ted workers – who made up at least 20% of cooks and 28% of dishwashers (Pew 2009) –
were never even eligible. These burdens fell heavily on people of color who now compose
roughly 47% of the restaurant workforce nationwide, according to ROC United (2019).
Women and people of color tend to be concentrated in the lower-paying jobs in the
industry (e.g. dishwashing, bussing) compared to fair-skinned workers, who more
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frequently occupy front-of-house positions (Jayaraman 2013). The Coronavirus Aid, Relief,
and Economic Security Act, a $2.2-trillion stimulus package, was used to beef up unem-
ployment insurance to $600 through the end of July (US Congress 2020). It temporarily
helped idled restaurant workers, many of whom discovered ironies of the precariat:
unemployment was ‘a more lucrative and safer scenario’ for low-pay flexible workers
who lack employer-subsidized health insurance (Stewart 2020). But as states began to
reopen their economies in May, laid-off and furloughed workers confronted a new
dilemma: they could not collect benefits if they quit their jobs. With COVID-19 still
rampant in states like Iowa, Texas, South Carolina, and Alabama, restaurant workers
faced the choice of protecting their paychecks or their health (Healy 2020; Proctor
2020). ‘It’s a voluntary quit,’ Iowa Governor Kim Reynolds explained (Johnson 2020).
This ‘choice’ only became more difficult as COVID-19 cases surged across most of the
country in Fall 2020.

Across the board, then, the food system refracted what was more generally true of the
US economy in 2020. Race, gender, and poverty had pre-conditioned COVID-19 vulner-
abilities from the start. Black and Latinx people are disproportionately in low-wage front-
line industry jobs, alongside women who account for more than two-thirds of all frontline
workers. When COVID-19 hit, these differences parlayed out into who could stay at home
and who could not – atop racialized issues of pre-existing medical conditions, access to
quality healthcare, and sufficient income for housing and food. Around 29% of white
workers were able to work at home, according to the Economic Policy Institute. Less
than one in five black workers and roughly one in six Hispanic workers were able to
work from home (EPI 2020). As Steven Pitts, from the Center for Labor Research and Edu-
cation at the University of California, Berkeley told CNN, ‘To the extent that you want
workers to shelter in place, the capacity to shelter in place is racially shaped’ (Meyersohn
2020).

******
Agroecologists around the world have long struggled with the ironies sketched in this
paper. From ecologies of pandemic emergence to the social inequities sustained by
those who work to feed others, they have studied and fought back against the deep meta-
bolic rifts carved by the commodification of land and labor through capitalism. With
COVID-19 emerging within and deepening those grooves, the question became, in the
words of Altieri and Nicholls (2020, 14), ‘whether the crisis unfolded by COVID-19 will
provide the impetus to change industrial agriculture towards agroecologically-based
food systems.’ In the following section, I propose two strategies for intervention.

Part 3: agroecology for a post-COVID world: healing rifts, abolishing
oppression

Agroecology has developed as a powerful concept, strategy, and movement for remaking
the world. Indeed, much has been written in the years following the food crisis of 2007–
2008 about agroecology’s transformative potential (Altieri and Toledo 2011; Méndez et al.
2016; Anderson et al. 2019; de Molina et al. 2020). This literature collectively foregrounds
agroecology as an emancipatory movement to increase farmers’ power and control over
their own production (Mier y Terán Giménez Cacho et al. 2018), as a pathway to revive
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Indigenous and traditional knowledge systems (Pimbert 2015; Nicholls and Altieri 2018),
and as a scientifically robust means of enhancing access to food grown in healthy, envir-
onmentally sound ways (Vandermeer 2011; Gliessman 2015; HLPE 2019). Methodologi-
cally, agroecologists in this vein foreground participatory methods of dialogue,
experimentation, and horizontal learning and practice (Martínez-Torres and Rosset
2014; Bezner Kerr et al. 2019). Politically, they advance a non-homogeneous strategy of
intersectional alliance-building (USFSA 2018; Anderson et al. 2019), strengthening the
grassroots as a space for politics (Roman-Alcalá 2020), and critically engaging and trans-
forming parts of the state (Giraldo and McCune 2019; van den Berg et al. 2020).

Looking back at the first nine months of COVID-19, it was apparent that agroecology
offers practices, epistemic traditions, and communities of knowledge to construct a food
system more resilient to complex global change. Also baldly evident was that transforma-
tive shifts of which agroecology is capable will not spring from crisis spontaneously. In this
section, I argue that agroecologists have an opportunity now to respond to the conjunc-
ture created by the COVID-19 pandemic and the recognition of systemic racism that has
been rendered visible by disproportionate deaths in Black and Brown communities. Pre-
vious scholarship has called attention to agroecology as an effective strategy for healing
ecological, social, and epistemic dimensions of the metabolic rift (Clausen 2007; Wittman
2009; Schneider and McMichael 2010; Bezner Kerr et al. 2019). I extend these discussions
here in two specific ways. First is through expanding the ecological rift motif to consider
biodiversity’s role in pandemic generation. To better understand how agrifood systems
can be not only more resilient to outbreaks but less prone to generating them in the
first place, I argue, we must begin with biodiversity and enhancing nature’s matrix. This
discussion is taken up in the first section below.

Second is through looking at racial relations as fundamental to healing social and epis-
temic dimensions of the metabolic rift. Some agroecologists have begun to broach this
topic. In her studies of the La Via Campesina movement, Wittman (2009) asks if the
model of food sovereignty, given its agroecological turn, can repair the metabolic rift.
She works through the contradictory relations (class, gender, ethnic) within contemporary
agrarian social movements in making a case for agrarian citizenship. Bezner Kerr et al.
(2019) expand on Wittman by examining the household social relations embedded in
and arising from agroecological methods themselves. Feminist and participatory praxis
combined with agroecology, they find, can repair not only epistemic rifts about
farming, but can help transform gender and class relations critical to achieving food
sovereignty. These studies complement food sovereignty scholarship increasingly adopt-
ing an intersectional lens (e.g. Sachs and Patel-Campillo 2014; Brent, Schiavoni, and
Alonso-Fradejas 2015). Nonetheless, race and racism are typically mentioned only in
passing, rather than as a crucial component of, healing the metabolic rift and transform-
ing social-ecological relations in food systems.

Agroecology scholarship more generally has work to do in the anti-racism arena.
Though agroecologists have long dealt with unequal power relations – a recognition
inherent in praxis that supports peasant livelihoods, centers Indigenous knowledge,
and critiques political-economic structures that shape the dominant agrifood system –
overt confrontations with racism are more limited. Substantive treatments tend to fall
into one of two areas: (a) when agroecology comes into conversation with ‘food
justice,’ a largely US-centered concept (e.g. Fernandez et al. 2013; Chappell and Schneider
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2017; HLPE 2019); (b) in methodological discussions of Participatory Action Research (e.g.
Méndez et al. 2016) and complementary field studies. Important insights, for instance,
have emerged from Malawi through research showing that social differentiation within
farming communities – including along ethnicity, class, and gender lines – configures
access to agroecological knowledge for climate change adaptation (Bezner Kerr et al.
2018). From Brazil, studies of the Landless Workers’ Movement (MST) illustrate how the
movement has developed agroecological education programs that oppose a racialized
discourse of the peasantry as ‘backwards’ and ‘ignorant’ (Tarlau 2019).

Agroecology scholarship is cross-pollinated in two key respects when it comes to
issues of race and racism. One is through articulation with civil society movements,
among whom explicit grappling with race outpaces the academy. The People’s Agroecol-
ogy Process of North America and its members, for example, are advancing an intersec-
tional agroecology to counter ‘systemic and interpersonal violence of white supremacy
and patriarchy’ (Snipstal 2015; PAEP 2020a). Second is in the wider sphere of environ-
mental justice, public health, cultural food studies, sociology, human geography, and
ethnic studies, among others, where critical interrogations of race and food system
relations have influenced where, how, and on which grounds agroecologists approach
oppression. With these caveats stated, it remains the case that, as Chappell and Schneider
note (2017, 426), though recent years have seen links made from agroecology to food
sovereignty to economic justice, ‘conversations linking agroecology to race and racism
have been less pronounced.’

My attempt here is to lift up the anti-racism work that exists and press the conversation
further. What can agroecologists learn from ongoing struggles for Black lives in terms of
active anti-racist practice? How, specifically, does the abolition movement connect to a
politics of transformative agroecological change? Can identifying parallels in the
prison-industrial complex and the industrial agrifood complex help both abolition and
agroecology movements envision how to smash presumed foundational structures in
order to build worlds that affirm life?

The coming discussion begins and ends on the land. Schneider and McMichael (2010,
482) warn of an ‘epistemic rift’ insofar as ‘the separation of the natural and social worlds
comes to be expressed in social thought and critical theory, which have one-sidedly
focused on the social.’ COVID-19 blasted through society/nature separations and so it is
incumbent upon us to follow suit, not lapsing on the ‘ecology’ in agroecology. I therefore
first address how simplified landscapes, shorn of their ecological firebreaks, can be
restored through biodiversity. Next, I turn to five lessons from abolition to provoke dialo-
gue and mutual learning.

Healing the ecological rift by enhancing nature’s matrix

In the late 1960s, ex-farmer turned ecologist Richard Levins developed the concept of
‘metapopulation’ to describe a ‘population of populations’ (Populations in ecology are
a group of organisms of the same species that interbreed and live in the same place at
the same time). Levins was interested in the dynamics of these metapopulations
because he understood that in fragmented habitats, local extinctions are frequent –
and inevitable – yet are continually counterbalanced by migrations from inhabited land-
scape patches (Hanski and Simberloff 1997). Inspired by classical epidemiology, Levins
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developed a new way of thinking about organisms’ survival over time based on what frac-
tion, or percentage, of all available habitats contain a subpopulation of the focal species.
Just as infectious disease doctors are concerned with percentages of sick individuals,
metapopulation analysis is concerned with what proportion of all habitats will be filled.

Levins understood that extinctions were not something humans could meaningfully
prevent. At local levels, subpopulations are winking out all the time. What stops the meta-
population as a whole from going extinct is not the absence of extinction of any of its
subpopulations – but the fact that if one forest fragment loses, say, all its rufous-tailed
hummingbirds, that fragment will be repopulated from other fragments at some time
in the near future. The second paramount insight was that while society is relatively impo-
tent to shift extinction rates, they canmeaningfully affect migration rates. Here, it’s impor-
tant to understand that migration does not occur in a vacuum – animals, insects, and
other organisms move through what biologists call a ‘matrix.’ And the quality of this
matrix deeply affects the chance of migration, and thus, the chance of overall metapopu-
lation survival.

Perfecto, Vandermeer, and Wright’s careful account of Levins’ theory in Nature’s Matrix
(2009) illustrates how industrialized farming – pesticide-drenched banana plantations, for
example – confront wildlife with an impenetrable matrix for migration. What would it
mean to construct a high-quality matrix, across which organisms could successfully
move, ensuring that biodiversity persists? This is where agroecology comes in – an art
and science based on reducing farmers’ dependency on commoditized inputs and enhan-
cing beneficial interactions amongst organisms whose functions support, and are sup-
ported by, agriculture (Altieri 1995; Gliessman 2015). Because agroecology is principally
dependent on biodiversity, it can provide migrating wildlife with forage, nesting sites,
chemical-free corridors, and other elements of a matrix through which organisms are
likely to successfully travel. This arrangement is more convivial to biodiversity in
general, promotes agricultural biodiversity, and is key to reconciling what has classically
been posed as an antagonistic relationship between biodiversity and food security objec-
tives (Chappell 2018). It also, tantalizingly, suggests a way to impede viral spillovers.

Outbreaks of SARS-CoV-2, Ebola, and other pathogens suggest that economically
driven transformations in land use have altered the matrices through which ‘environ-
mental stochasticity acts as an inherent brake upon pathogen momentum at the popu-
lation level’ (Wallace et al. 2015). Restoring this braking power, then, means rebuilding
stochasticity in agroecosystems, which can look like diversification at field, farm, and land-
scape scales (Kremen and Miles 2012). It may include techniques such as polyculture and
intercropping of various crop species to enhance genetic diversity and thus stochasticity
at the population level. It may involve integrating livestock or fish with crops (mixed crop-
ping systems), and/or rotation of crops or livestock over time. Around the field, ‘ecological
firebreaks’ could include non-crop plantings on field borders, such as live fences and
hedgerows. At the landscape scale, while commodity agriculture may indeed rip down
forests and destroy many a pathogen by means of host and habitat removal, such pro-
duction may also liberate many more pathogens – ‘especially those circulating among
reservoir hosts that adapt to the new agriculture (such as monkeys, birds and bats)’
(Wallace et al. 2015). Thus, at the landscape scale, practices to enhance the agroecological
matrix can include natural or semi-natural communities of plants and animals within the
cropped landscape/region. Farmers may fallow certain fields, install riparian buffers, and
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incorporate pastures, meadows, woodlots, ponds, marshes, streams, rivers, and lakes, or
combinations thereof into their systems (Kremen and Miles 2012).

Enhancing the matrix through agroecological design also restores nutrient cycling
central to the metabolic rift. While Marx was prescient in looking at soil fertility ‘as
bound up in social relations of the time’ (quoted in Foster 1999, 375), he understood the
metabolic rift to be a spatial phenomenon, the result of displaced people taking their nutri-
ents with them. But a fuller analysis, Schneider and McMichael (2010) argue, would include
agriculture in driving ecological mechanisms of the rift. Their emphasis on practices within
agroecosystems calls attention to agricultural techniques that can degrade, or by contrast,
improve soil quality, beyond removing people from land. Among the agroecological prac-
tices that contribute to both soil fertility (by relinking nutrient cycles) and pandemic control
(by offering an alternative to CAFOs) is returning livestock to land. For example, integrating
livestock rearing and crop production is a mainstay of silvopastoral systems, which have
been extensively piloted in Nicaragua, Colombia, and Costa Rica (Gobbi 2002; Pagiola
et al. 2007) and in European countries of Spain, Portugal, and France (Rigueiro-Rodríguez,
McAdam, and Mosquera-Losada 2008). Combining fodder plants such as grasses and legu-
minous herbs with trees and shrubs for animal nutrition, silvopastoral systems give farmers
several tools to close nutrient cycles. They can feed livestock with the foliage of specifically
planted trees and shrubs. They can cultivate simple fences of small trees to hem in the cattle
or complex fences, where large trees grow into full canopy structures, giving animals shade
during the dry season. Taken together, these systems can provide meat and milk as food
products, fencing material, fodder, and soil nutrients to renew farmers’ production, and ser-
vices such as wildlife corridors and carbon storage that benefit the wider ecosystem
(Garbach, Lubell, and DeClerck 2012).

Despite the well-documented benefits of silvopastoralism and other strategies that
reintegrate cropping systems and domestic animal management, the scale at which
they have been adopted remains small (Dagang and Nair 2003; Garbach, Lubell, and
DeClerck 2012). For these approaches and for agroecology writ-large, researchers now
point to a suite of ‘amplifying,’ ‘massifying,’ and ‘scaling out’ strategies that can scale
agroecology to include more people in more places while resisting tendencies to strip
agroecology of its transformative potential (Brescia 2017; Mier y Terán Giménez Cacho
et al. 2018). This literature suggests that multiple interconnected drivers are needed to
take agroecology to scale, from favorable markets to supportive policy, from learning net-
works to effective agroecological practices. Yet as described by Mier y Terán Giménez
Cacho et al. (2018, 637), some drivers may precondition others: Social organization and
social fabric, they suggest, are the ‘growth media’ on which other scaling factors advance.

It follows, then, that agroecology cannot scale to provide pandemic-resistant food
systems unless deep social metabolic rifts are also addressed. Agroecology, in the US
and globally, cannot escape confronting racism head on if the radical equality it proposes
is to be realized. Tensions over racial violence have now come to a boil in the US, offering
a powerful lesson in organizing resistance for agroecologists to hold onto.

Healing social and epistemic rifts with lessons from abolition

The May 25th slaying of George Floyd touched off mass demonstrations unlike any seen
since the Civil Rights era (Singh and Lakhani 2020). Mr. Floyd, an African-American man,
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had been murdered on Memorial Day by Minneapolis police officers, one of whom
pressed his knee into Floyd’s neck for nearly nine minutes while Floyd called out for
his mother and gasped, ‘I can’t breathe.’ Street protests surged over the next several
weeks, spreading across hundreds of US cities and towns and igniting parallel protests
in more than 60 countries globally, Accra to Seoul, Palestine to Pisa (LFGP 2020). Marchers
chanted the names of Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery, Tony McDade, Nina Pop, and
others killed by police just as COVID-19 ripped through their communities. In the US, pro-
testers occupied bridges and parks, toppled Confederate and colonial statues, and called
on public universities and municipalities to divest from police and reinvest in anti-carceral
forms of accountability.

Food system workers were simultaneously rebelling. May Day strike actions had seen
frontline workers at companies from Amazon to Whole Foods to Walmart striking with
demands for better health and safety conditions, alongside hazard pay (Cook 2020).
The impetus for this resistance was simple, said Kali Akuno, co-founder of Cooperation
Jackson, a grassroots solidarity economies organization in Mississippi: ‘The corporations
and the government are willing to sacrifice tens of thousands of us. We have to put
people before profits’ (Akuno 2020). To Akuno’s point, COVID-19 was scything its way
unevenly across the country, following ingrained social inequities that have made com-
munities of color most vulnerable to the disease. Though publicly available data on
racial outcomes was spotty early on, academics and journalists began to piece together
the disparities. In May, for example, the Navajo Nation surpassed New York and New
Jersey to claim the highest infections per capita in the country (Sternlicht 2020). A later
nation-wide investigation would reveal that Latino and African-American residents
have been three times as likely to become infected and nearly twice as likely to die as
their white neighbors (Oppel et al. 2020). ‘Of course there are protests,’ said Princeton pro-
fessor Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor (2020a), ‘The state is failing black people.’

Yet contrary to Hobbesian logic, where the state was failing people, people were
responding to COVID-19 with solidarity, generosity, and collective care. Labor strikes
and rent strikes had evolved within and alongside thousands of community-based
efforts to provide mutual aid and disaster relief to vulnerable communities (MADR
2020). Similarly, the Floyd rebellion was both the product of decades of organizing – as
UCLA historian Robin D.G. Kelley (2020) pointed out, ‘We’re not here by accident’ – and
a catalyzing moment for people from well beyond organized movements. Black and
non-Black mothers and children, educators and entrepreneurs, elders and especially
youth came together to express collective outrage with the status quo. In neighborhoods,
churches, city council offices, and the suddenly ubiquitous Zoom space, people were
learning about and leaning into police abolition (Illing 2020; M4BL 2020a). Some
changes rapidly materialized. In early June, the University of Minnesota and Minneapolis
Public Schools moved to cut ties with city police. Later that month, in a victory 50 years in
the making, the Oakland school board approved a resolution to abolish its school police
department altogether (Rios 2020). At least 50 other school districts around the country
have significantly reduced their use of ‘school resource officers’ – a euphemism for career-
sworn police installed in schools – or outright eliminated them, according to the Justice
Policy Institute. The multi-racial, widespread nature of uprisings that led to these wins was
telling, said Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor (2020b), and ‘we’re seeing the convergence of a
class rebellion with racism and racial terrorism at the center of it.’
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This convergence has revived a discourse of abolition that is more relevant to food-
systems transformation than it first appears.

Abolition in a nutshell
Abolition as a concept grew out of the slave abolition movement and is now centered
around the carceral state and the ‘prison-industrial complex’ (Gilmore 1999, 2007), a
term first used by sociologist Mike Davis in relation to California’s penal system (Davis
1995). In her 2003 treatise, Are Prisons Obsolete?, activist, scholar, and ex-political prisoner
Angela Davis encouraged readers to interrogate their understanding – and tacit accep-
tance – of the US prison system. Davis rejected the idea of stopping at reform, arguing
that focusing on making small improvements to the prison-industrial complex under-
mined the larger goal of decarceration and building societies committed to ending struc-
tural racism in all forms. ‘Prison abolitionists are dismissed as utopians and idealists whose
ideas are at best unrealistic and impracticable, and, at worst, mystifying and foolish,’ Davis
wrote.

This is a measure of how difficult it is to envision a social order that does not rely on the threat
of sequestering people in dreadful places designed to separate them from their communities
and families. The prison is considered so ‘natural’ that it is extremely hard to imagine life
without it. (Davis 2003, 9–10)

Nearly two decades on, society is still struggling to provide an answer to Davis’ charge.
According to the Prison Policy Initiative, as of March 2020, the American criminal
justice system holds almost 2.3 million people in 1,833 state prisons, 110 federal
prisons, 1,772 juvenile correctional facilities, 3,134 local jails, 218 immigration detention
facilities, and 80 Indian Country jails, as well as in military prisons, civil commitment
centers, state psychiatric hospitals, and prisons in the US territories (PPI 2020). Outsized
police budgets remain consistent across diverse geographies and cities in the US, with
up to 20% to 45% of discretionary funds allocated to the policing system, according to
June 2020 data collected by the Center for Popular Democracy (CPD 2020).

Movements to abolish this swelling carceral apparatus came to prominence in Califor-
nia in the 1990s with the founding of the Critical Resistance project, a national anti-prison
organization with an abolitionist focus co-founded by Angela Davis and professor Ruth
Wilson Gilmore. Today, Critical Resistance (CR) operates from an explicitly intersectional
racial-justice lens, in which abolition counters the many ways power is collected and
maintained through the prison-industrial complex, ‘including creating mass media
images that keep alive stereotypes of people of color, poor people, queer people, immi-
grants, youth, and other oppressed communities as criminal, delinquent, or deviant’ (CR
2020). This power, explains CR (2020), is consolidated through several channels: earning
exorbitant profits for private companies, securing political gains for ‘tough on crime’ poli-
ticians, enhancing the influence of police- and prison guard unions, and ‘eliminating
social and political dissent by oppressed communities that make demands for self-deter-
mination and reorganization of power in the US.’

For scholars of the Black Radical Tradition, the work undertaken by Critical Resistance,
Dignity and Power, and other grassroots organizations grows from an understanding of
‘racial capitalism,’ a concept Robinson (1983) expanded to a generalized analysis of
racism’s role in the historical consolidation of capitalism. For Robinson, capitalism and
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racism did not break from the old feudal order but rather evolved from it to produce a
modern world system of racial capitalism dependent on slavery, violence, imperialism,
and genocide. Abolition, then, in the words of Johnson and Lubin (2017, 12):

entails not only the end of racial slavery, racial segregation, and racism, but the abolition of a
capitalist order that has always been racial, and that not only extracts life from Black bodies
but dehumanizes all workers while colonizing indigenous lands and incarcerating surplus
bodies.

It was W.E.B. Du Bois, Johnson and Lubin suggest, who was the first to discuss (though not
enact) abolitionism in this larger sense. Du Bois saw abolition democracy during the era of
Reconstruction as a political struggle for collective liberation, bringing freedom to both
Black and white workers in the form of redistributed wealth, free public education
across the working poor, and for many, the right to vote.

In short, abolition is a practical strategy and a political vision: to eliminate imprison-
ment, policing, militarism, and surveillance and to create lasting alternatives to violence.
As a set of political beliefs, it isn’t only about ‘throwing the prison doors wide open,’ as CR
explains, but creating ‘new models for living’ (CR 2012, 27); abolitionists seek to build a
world with in order to achieve a world without. In practical terms, strategies include
divesting from police and prisons in order to reinvest in community self-governance
and care, mental health aids, trauma counselors, and neighborhood violence interrupters
(8toAbolition 2020). It involves repealing laws that criminalize survival to stanch the flow
of people needlessly pulled into the criminal justice system. Summoning Du Bois, aboli-
tionists demand collective liberation through securing what racial capitalism constitu-
tively cannot: access to safe and affordable housing, high-quality healthcare, and
nourishing, culturally appropriate food; access to non-proprietary modes of sharing infor-
mation; and access to an intellectual commons in which workers, students, community
members, and academics are all equally valued and centered in a vision of educational
futures (COC 2020). These are all elements of what abolitionists consider pre-conditions
for a violence-free life.

Lessons from abolition
Abolition is, I argue, an important concept for agroecologists to consider, learn from, and
live into. Though books can be written on the topic, I offer here a few brief examples of
crossover struggles with lessons agroecologists can glean.

Lesson 1: foundational structures of organizing social life can be changed
Slavery, lynching, and segregation are certainly compelling examples of social institutions
that, like the prison, were once considered to be as everlasting as the sun. (Davis 2003, 24)

First, abolition is fundamentally about rejecting the idea that foundational structures of
organizing social life are solid, natural, or unchangeable. Abolitionists remind us that insti-
tutions such as slavery, lynching, and Jim Crow laws were once considered normal and
‘natural.’

When Frederick Douglass embarked on his career as an antislavery orator, white people –
even those who were passionate abolitionists – refused to believe that a black slave could
display such intelligence. The belief in the permanence of slavery was so widespread that
even white abolitionists found it difficult to imagine black people as equals. (Davis 2003, 23)
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It took a bloody Civil War to legally dissolve the ‘peculiar institution’ of slavery. Even then,
as depicted in DuVernay’s (2016) eponymous film, the 13th Amendment contained a
devastating caveat: ‘Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punishment
for crime whereof the party shall have been duly convicted, shall exist within the United
States.’

This loophole provided pretext for police to arrest poor freedmen and force them to
work for the state under convict leasing, a system in which companies and plantation
owners leased prisoners to build railroads and to perform agricultural labor (Haley
2016, 17–118). Convict leasing, lynching, and disenfranchisement, in turn, were toppled
with relentless efforts of movements led by figures such as Ida B. Wells, Selena Sloan
Butler, Mary Church Terrell, and activists in the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Commit-
tee – including a young sharecropper named Fannie Lou Hamer (White 2018, 65–87). In a
speech delivered to the 1964 Democratic National Convention, Hamer shared her own
experience with state-sanctioned violence, including a police beating that permanently
damaged her eyesight and kidneys (Hamer 1964).

Is this America, the land of the free and the home of the brave, where we have to sleep with
our telephones off the hooks because our lives be threatened daily, because we want to live
as decent human beings, in America? she asked.

The Voting Rights Act of 1965 was signed into law by President Lyndon B. Johnson the
following year.

The double edge of this pen stroke and others like it was the swiftness with which gov-
ernments, corporations, and mainstream media have moved to represent racism as a
thing of the past. Black women CEOs and Black men in the Oval Office are held up as
symbols of a postracial society, obscuring the structural racism that today stretches
from the ecology of urban landscapes (Schell et al. 2020) to patterns of COVID-19 infection
and mortality. At the same time, as Angela Davis wrote nearly 20 years ago, ‘anyone who
would dare to call for the reintroduction of slavery, the organization of lynch mobs, or the
reestablishment of legal segregation would be summarily dismissed’ (Davis 2003, 24).
Racist institutions, in other words, were far more vulnerable than anyone would have ima-
gined. We have seen dramatic change in the past because people insisted on abolition.

Translated into food system terms, agroecologists should be heartened that the ever-
lasting suns of the long Green Revolution and corporate food regime are indeed vulner-
able. Liberalized trade, free markets, financialization, and private property rights in land,
water, animals, and seeds can be destabilized. The systematic cheapening of nature, labor,
care, and lives that renders food so cheap can be delegitimized just as slavery (the original
cheap lives institution) was. What appears radical now, in terms of practicing biodiversity-
based farming, establishing worker-owned farming and food cooperatives, and enacting
agency and power in agrifood governance can evolve into commonsense. How? Abolition
history shows that this evolution, while possible, is not ‘natural’; new normals were not
reestablished without sustained counter-hegemonic organizing – and people willing to
take risks. Hamer, for example, is often recalled for her electoral activism. But the
greater risk she and others took was to demand that the state support changes that com-
munities were already making. In founding the Mississippi Freedom Farms Cooperative,
she saw the community as a site of effective governance, where Black farmers could
enact a prefigurative politics of collective ownership, collective care, and self-
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determination. Such retractions from using and participating in dominant systems under-
mine the core dependencies on which any oppressive system feeds, therein shifting the
grounds for emancipatory strategies like abolition and agroecology to take hold.

Lesson 2: reform is not enough
It follows, then, that agroecologists must resist the impulse to simply reform oppressive
structures. No, says abolition. Reform is not borne up by the evidence. ‘There is not a
single era in United States history in which the police were not a force of violence
against black people,’ wrote Kaba (2020), a longtime abolition organizer and educator,
in the New York Times. From slave patrols of the 1700 and 1800s through strike-breaking
police departments of the mid-19 century, police have always suppressed marginalized
people to protect the status quo. Yet, surely enough, in the aftermath of Mr. Floyd’s
killing, many reformist responses surfaced. Universities scrambled to assemble new task
forces populated by minority stakeholders. Police departments pledged to revisit choke-
holds as a form of restraint. A campaign called #8Can’tWait gathered inertia on social
media, garnering celebrity endorsements; its pillars include banning chokeholds, requir-
ing warning before shooting, and other remedies billed as effective, no-cost, and easy to
implement (Yglesias 2020).

Some events revealed the attractive skin in which reformism often comes. At the Uni-
versity of California-Los Angeles, faculty organized a Divest/Invest Collective and called on
their university to end the university’s relationship with the LA Police Department, defund
the UC Police Department, and redirect resources toward racial and gender justice teach-
ing and anti-carceral forms of accountability. ‘We want to be clear,’ they wrote (UCLA
2020):

this is not a call for police reform or better training or kinder and gentler approaches such as
community policing. A national, indeed global, commonsense is taking shape, rejecting such
reform.

The university was quick to respond with a proposal for reform wrapped in the corporate
language of diversity. As Black Studies professor Robin D.G. Kelley explained, UCLA prom-
ised to review the campus relationship with other police forces, discuss joint training for
UCPD and LAPD, and undertake implicit bias and de-escalation training. In other words,
he said, ‘all these things that don’t work’ (SSJ 2020). In addition, Kelley cautioned about
the administration’s tactical moves ‘to split our ranks.’ They do this all the time, he said.
‘They offer resources for Black Studies and Ethnic Studies in exchange for discarding
the demands to abolish the police.’ Choices are presented as a zero-sum game in
which faculty lines, better pay, and fancier offices are offered as the realistic alternatives
to the thing (abolition) that isn’t realistic. Kelley asked (SSJ 2020): ‘Who’s going to go for
the bribe? And are we going to hold on for real structural change?’

Agroecologists can learn from these experiences in their own struggles between
reform and transformation (Holt Giménez and Shattuck 2011). Within the past decade,
agroecology has gained new popularity, with everyone from CropLife, a trade group
representing the agrochemical industry, to the UN Food and Agriculture Organization
newly embracing its terms, if not always its tenets. As Giraldo and Rosset (2018, 546)
observe: ‘Agroecology has gone from being ignored, ridiculed and/or excluded by the
large institutions that preside over world agriculture to being recognized as one of the
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possible alternatives available to address the crises caused by the Green Revolution.’
These developments present risks but also openings for agroecologists and their allies.
What is reform? What is transformation? What incremental changes, not to be confused
with merely adjusting the status quo, can work slowly to overturn, unlock, and open up
space for enduring alternatives to grow? Kelley’s words should ring in the ears of agroe-
cologists. ‘Who’s going to go for the bribe? And are we going to hold on for real structural
change?’

With this provocation, it’s possible to survey the landscape of food movement
struggles with a more critical eye. Movement wins have resulted in better pay for some
fast food workers and farmworkers ($15 a hour and a penny-per-pound, respectively),
in more organic options at the supermarket, in paid sick leave and protective gear for
meatpacking workers, in economic incentives to protect soil health, and in agriculture’s
inclusion in the Green New Deal. Yet these wins easily become piecemeal reforms if per-
ceived as endpoints, rather than as steps on a convoluted path toward structural trans-
formation. Without such an analysis, it becomes all too easy to mistake winning with a
little less abuse. We begin to count victory as masks for people chained to disassembly
lines of factory-farmed animals, rather than asking if that system makes any sense. We
forget how efficiently large-scale landowners gain an advantage in any commodified
system, including carbon payments. We treat the US as an island that can ‘go green’ in
isolation, without facing the political-economic reality in which primitive accumulation
always opens new frontiers, and environmental resources – like Bolivian lithium, prized
for making batteries – never come from nowhere.

What does this mean for agroecology gaining more institutional recognition? A
concern expressed by Giraldo and Rosset (2018, 545) is the strong risk that ‘agroecology
will be co-opted, institutionalized, colonized and stripped of its political content.’ They
also recognize, however, that if agroecology is an epistemic and material territory in
dispute, social movements can avail themselves of agroecology’s rising popularity to
make substantive changes in the food system. Lessons from abolition suggest that agroe-
cology movements will need not only to apply concerted pressure but to advance clear
political proposals. Where abolition demands defunding the police, eliminating prisons,
and dissolving the associated legal apparatus of criminal justice, agroecology proposals
will need to specify analogous, non-negotiable termination of the many discrete, yet
‘locked in’ elements of the industrial agrifood regime. Borrowing from an analysis by
IPES-Food (2016) these include: an end to the export orientation of agricultural markets
imposed on many countries, particularly in the global South; an end to measures of
success cast in a productionist mold that cannot see success in other terms; an end to
compartmentalised and reductionist thinking that cannot accommodate relational, eco-
logical understandings and worldviews; and an end to the Malthusian mantra of
‘feeding the world’ which, like a zombie, has long been dead but haunts us still.
Beyond what IPES proposed, it includes appreciating that the concentration of power
in food systems is and has always been racialized. If so, then an abolitionist agroecology
must demand, as a non-negotiable, that all forms of oppression must go.

Lesson 3: abolition is not merely a negative strategy
Abolition is about presence, not absence. It’s about building life-affirming institutions.
(Gilmore, in MPD150 2020)
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In the tradition of abolitionists like Angela Davis and Ruth Gilmore, abolition is never
simply about dismantling, or getting rid of, systems of violence. It is about reimagining
and building the world anew. These visions, moreover, are brought down to earth with
practical strategies to reallocate resources that already exist. ‘We call on localities and
elected officials across the country to divest resources away from policing in local
budgets and reallocate those resources to the healthcare, housing and education our
people deserve,’ says the Movement for Black Lives in its Divest/Invest action toolkit
(M4BL 2020b). Shifting funds from a police department like New York City’s can free up
tremendous resources for community-led solutions. According to the Center for
Popular Democracy (2020), the New York Police Department budget is nearly $6 billion
and the Los Angeles Police Department has a 2020 budget of $1.7 billion, accounting
for more than a quarter of the city’s general fund. Resources are not scarce, in other
words. They’re only, as Gilmore argues (2007), sequestered within and by a prison-indus-
trial complex that functions to maintain an unjust social order by securing and mobilizing
surplus finance capital, land, labor, and state capacity. Abolitionists ask: what if instead,
we redirect these substantial resources toward building life-affirming institutions?

Agroecologists know the legacy of underinvestment all too well. Path-dependent pro-
cesses in agricultural research that inscribe technological regimes now readily develop
some solutions (like genetic engineering) but lock out others, including agroecology (Van-
loqueren and Baret 2009). According to research by DeLonge, Miles, and Carlisle (2016),
the total US Department of Agriculture budget in 2014 was about $157.5 billion. Of
this total, the agency spent roughly $294 million on grants for research, extension, and
education in agriculture. Of that sum, a mere $12 million went to projects with transfor-
mative agroecology potential, meaning integrating social with ecological aspects. In uni-
versity systems, agroecology has been part of a systematic defunding of research
antithetical to the objectives of industrial agriculture. Biocontrol research in the University
of California system, for example, once had its own departments, research facilities, and
faculty at UC Berkeley, UC Riverside, and UC Davis, combined with an experiment
station at the Albany Gill Tract (Warner et al. 2011). From the 1920s through the 1970s,
this infrastructure generated scientific evidence of effective pest control; produced
numerous graduate students who became research leaders at other universities and gov-
ernment agencies; and generated demonstrable economic benefits for California agricul-
ture. But hand-in-glove with the 1970s neoliberal turn, biological control, along with other
applied biology departments, was slowly dismantled in favor of investments in molecular
biology and genetics (Buttel 2005).

A divest/invest strategy for agroecology is therefore both ideological – about the expli-
cit and intentional articulation of defensive and offensive approaches – and practical,
about redirecting money and other resources from where they have been accumulated
so effectively by agribusiness. It is about demanding from our public institutions that
resources be channeled towards agroecological alternatives so that it becomes realistic
to go from niche to paradigm-shifting potential (IPES-Food 2016). It is about chronicling
the significant improvements to maternal and child nutrition, food security, crop diversity,
and gender equality in places like Malawi and Cuba thanks to agroecology in the context
of participatory education (Bezner Kerr, Berti, and Shumba 2011; Rosset et al. 2011);
enhancements to climate and economic disaster resilience in places like Puerto Rico
and Guatemala among smallholders practicing agroecology (Calderón et al. 2018;
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Álvarez Febles and Félix 2020); and benefits to rural incomes and employment in parts of
Latin America and Europe where agroecological production mutually transforms econ-
omic organization (Mier y Terán Giménez Cacho et al. 2018; van der Ploeg et al. 2019).
It is also honesty about agroecology’s remaining unknowns and deficiencies – eg,
undone science, limited public infrastructure, scant supportive policy, and threats from
agribusiness interests – which will not weaken the argument for divestment and invest-
ment but rather should strengthen it.

Lesson 4: it’s important to spar
… solidarity is something that is made and remade and remade. It never just is. (Gilmore
2020)

Most abolitionists and agroecologists have heard some version of the response: Isn’t
that unrealistic?’ Skeptics in the US who worry that safe schools and universities are
impossible without police are often surprised to learn that nearly all countries on Earth
have already achieved this feat. People who ask if agroecology can feed the world
either have not heard about or ignore the fact that small-scale diversified agriculture
fed most pre-industrial societies, including advanced civilizations. They may not know
agroecology is feeding people today, even as dominant food systems fail them.

To take a recent example, Puerto Rico was already deeply vulnerable before Hurricane
María struck in 2017. The island imports nearly 85% of its food, the result of its local
farming being displaced by US-led sugar plantations and industrialization (Gies 2018).
When the hurricane killed more than 3,000 people and the US government failed to
respond, local residents mobilized to help one another rebuild. Among these was the
Organización Boricuá de Agricultura Ecológica, which alongside other Puerto Rican organ-
izations, cleared roads, rebuilt farms, and delivered food (root crops survived the hurri-
cane’s 140 mph winds) to desperate rural communities through a coordinated system
of Food Sovereignty Brigades that carried people and supplies on the ‘Guagua Solidaria’
(Solidarity Bus). During COVID-19, many similar examples of agroecological resilience sur-
faced: from Indigenous communities of the Great Lakes Basin revitalizing native seed net-
works (Uyeda 2020) to the Landless Workers Movement of Brazil channeling their
agroecological capacity to give over 500 tons of produce to hospitals and poor neighbor-
hoods, transform urban cafes into soup kitchens for the homeless, and convert some edu-
cation buildings into makeshift hospitals staffed in part by its 130 affiliated doctors (Tarlau
2020). When agroecologists, like abolitionists, hear that their plans are simply not realistic,
the answer can and should be: in spite of everything, it is already real.

Also real is the struggle through which this ability to be resilient is born. Struggle not
only manifests against one’s oppressors, be they right-wing authoritarians in Brazil, US
austerity politics in Puerto Rico, or prisons into which debtors, Indigenous peoples, and
others deemed deviant are easily thrown. The struggle to survive, amplify, and win also
happens on the inside: within and between overlapping constituencies with shared com-
mitments but varied understandings of what winning looks like, and which specific strat-
egies and tactics will work to achieve it. Here again, agroecology has much to learn from
and share with abolition.

‘It’s important to spar, and to work out our differences,’ said Gilmore at the 2019 MUMI
abolition conference in Mississippi, making the point that not everyone in the room – and
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certainly not everyone in the abolitionist movement – is on the same page, and that
there’s no need to pretend otherwise (Herskind 2019). Gilmore was not encouraging a
watering-down of abolition – to the contrary, she and others actively reject such dilution.
She was, however, encouraging an approach that is critical and relevant to agroecology,
as it expands into new geographical, institutional, and cultural spaces. People need to
spar, to disagree, to work out their differences as they build – and in order to build –
together. The action and interaction, moreover, uplifts abolish as a verb. Neither ‘agroe-
cologists’ nor ‘abolitionists’ should be as much about identity as about doing. Neither rep-
resent plans to be sketched out on paper and then implemented wholesale. Both must be
practiced and lived, worked and reworked.

In this reworking, abolition and agroecology stop being realms to cross-compare and
start being movements and ideologies that can grow into one another. Epistemically, a
shared analysis of class and race embodied in ‘racial capitalism’ anoints their causes
and commitments as one – in order to be anti-racist, the struggle involves a transform-
ation of the political economic order. In order to transform foundations of economic
life, the struggle requires eradicating racism. Strategically, it suggests strengthening the
coalitional networks that link abolition and agroecology. Movements against policing
and the carceral state could be wedded to movements for economic justice and self-
determination, including, at their base, the ability to feed ourselves from the land.
Ending systemic racism, they would show, involves healing the ecological rift, not just
the social and epistemic. Political education could connect prisons and farms to class-
rooms and kitchens, seizing on the power of education to shape collective action:
What is the history of this condition? What do we know – and not know? How can we
build a world, loosed from carceral logics, that nurtures and grows from an ethic of care?

The People’s Agroecology Process is one arena where such visions are percolating.
Born of a strategy to ‘bypass the influence of the non-profit industrial complex’ in
North America, the Process has grown since 2014 via place-based ‘encounters’ designed
to build a shared analysis with international movements, forge stronger grassroots
relationships, and promote mutual learning (PAEP 2020a, 5, 13). People who have partici-
pated in the encounters attest that they’re far from ordinary conference events. ‘We live
together, feed one another, work the land together. We live in community, recognize the
time and the history of the territory in which we are meeting,’ said Jesús Vázquez of Orga-
nización Boricuá (PAEP 2020b). PAEP’s larger goal, as expressed by Kathia Ramírez of the
Farmworker Support Committee (PAEP 2020a, 5), is to ‘amplify the struggles taking place
within different communities’ and to generate ‘conversations that we don’t often have,
because we live in a society that has trained us to work against each other.’

Lesson 5: struggles always take us back to the land
This land hunger – this absolutely fundamental and essential thing to any real emancipation
of the slaves – was continually pushed by all emancipated Negroes and their representatives
in every Southern state. It was met by ridicule, by anger, and by dishonest and insincere
efforts to satisfy it apparently. (Du Bois 1935, 601)

Abolition is deeply agrarian, though agrifood scholars have been slow to link prisons
and food systems. Historians trace ideological and material roots back to the plantation,
a system which grew not only cotton but a hierarchical workplace management that,
argues Princeton professor Desmond (2019), gave rise to a ‘uniquely severe and
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unbridled’ form of American capitalism. Long before industrial assembly (and meatpack-
ing disassembly) lines, the plantation enacted punishing data-tracking systems to capita-
lize on economies of scale in cotton farming. Overseers meticulously controlled worker
line speeds, recording daily picking quotas, and disciplined underperformers. ‘Each indi-
vidual having a stated number of pounds of cotton to pick,’ Henry Watson, a formerly
enslaved worker, wrote in 1848, ‘the deficit of which was made up by as many lashes
being applied to the poor slave’s back’ (quoted in Desmond 2019). It also worked. By
1862, the average enslaved field worker was picking about 400 percent as much cotton
as his or her counterpart in 1801.

After the Civil War, planters turned to convict leasing to keep this system intact, despite
de jure emancipation. Though convict leasing was gradually phased out in the early twen-
tieth century in most states, slave labor continues to service prison farms in the twenty-
first century (Evans 2018). Former plantations make up some of the 130,000 agricultural
acres currently maintained and operated by the Texas Department of Criminal Justice
(Reese and Carr 2020). The Angola state penitentiary remains a working plantation,
with inmates growing food for all of Louisiana’s prisons and cattle for the open market.
‘The prisoners do the farming under the supervision of shot-gun carrying guards on
horseback’ (Goldberg 2015).

Gilmore describes the expansion of prisons in California as ‘a geographical solution to
socio-economic problems’ (1999, 174), showing how California’s prisons like San Quentin
were sited on devalued rural land, most, in fact on formerly irrigated agricultural acres.
Extending this argument in Golden Gulag (2007), she situates the prison-industrial
complex within historical cycles of global capital accumulation that have continuously
required and therefore reproduced a carceral system to secure and mobilize surplus
land, labor, finance capital, and state power. Penitentiaries and detention centers are
stolen landscapes, mutually constituted by Indigenous dispossession, border imperialism,
and racial capitalism.

Land therefore shares a cradle with abolition. What W.E.B. Du Bois (1935, 601) called
‘land hunger’ among freedmen during Reconstruction enabled two generations of
black workers to eke out survival on the land through the early twentieth century. But
in the decades since World War II, massive dispossession nearly destroyed Black agricul-
ture. Black farmers in the US peaked in 1920, when there were nearly 1 million. Today, of
the country’s 3.4 million total farmers, only 1.4% are Black, according to USDA census data
(USDA 2019). Black families today tend a scant 4.7 million acres – a nearly 90 percent loss
since 1920. This land ‘loss’ is perhaps better described as a landgrab, as Black families’ land
was recaptured by white landowners through a variety of legal mechanisms – including
tax sales, partition sales, and foreclosures – as well as illegal mechanisms such as swind-
ling by lawyers and speculators, and outright acts of violence or intimidation (Newkirk
2019).

In recent years, however, as Black agrarianism makes a comeback in communities both
urban and rural (Snipstal 2015; White 2018), new attention has turned to reparations
(NBJFA 2020). When co-founder Leah Penniman started Soul Fire Farms in 2011, her
goal was building a multi-racial, sustainable farming organization that would run food
sovereignty programs, offer training to Black and Brown farmers, and support activism
retreats (Collier 2018). In February 2018, Soul Fire also began leading a movement of
Black farmers calling for reparations for centuries of slavery and racial inequity in the
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US. Central to this effort is a Reparations Map for Black and Indigenous Farmers (Soul Fire
2018), which as of spring 2020, included 114 organizations around the country led by
farmers of color. The map details farmers in need of land, resources, and funding, and
aims to connect them with organizations, foundations, and individual donors to
support their work. Other BIPOC-led organizations working specifically on reparations
include the Northeast Farmers of Color Land Trust and the Black Farmer Fund, a fund
that pools money from investors to provide non-extractive loans to Black-owned
farming and food businesses (Penniman 2019). At the national scale, reparations efforts
are coordinated by the National Black Food and Justice Alliance, a group representing
21 farmer organizations including Cooperation Jackson, the Southeastern African Amer-
ican Farmers’ Organic Network, and the Black Dirt Farm Collective, among others.

Agroecologists have much to learn from Black agrarians, including from their legacy of
sustainable agriculture: the enslaved West African women who carried their indigenous
rice systems from the Senegambian region to the early-US Carolinas (Carney 2001);
men like George Washington Carver who, though often remembered as a peanut
farmer, presciently advocated for legume-based polyculture, composting, and dumpster
diving (White 2018). In turn, agroecology may have something to offer BIPOC commu-
nities in their efforts not just to take back the land – but to remain on it.

Conclusion

In this paper, I have argued that the industrial food system is thoroughly imbricated in
creating the conditions for class-race rebellion, a malignancy that COVID-19 did not
start but helped reveal. From tropical landscapes where agribusiness-driven deforestation
and monoculture cropping are setting once-contained viruses free, to CAFOs where
pathogens incubate and spread with now-regular frequency. From food banks and
food pantries unable to keep up with surging demand for basic needs, to the livelihood
paradox facing poor, Black, and Brown communities whose labor is considered essential
but whose lives, evidently, are not.

One way of thinking about these interconnected crises, I have argued, is through the
lens of the metabolic rift, which considers how historical cycles of accumulation have sep-
arated humans from agrarian landscapes, plants from livestock, and communities from
working knowledge of their own agriculture. Agroecology offers a way to heal this rift,
ecologically, socially, and epistemically, and many precedents have been set for this
work. Ecologically, communities can deploy farming practices to enhance nature’s
matrix. Diversification at farm, field, and landscape levels will not only reconstitute syner-
gies between biodiversity, agriculture, and food security but should buffer against new
viral spillovers. Socially and epistemically, race and racism demand more active,
reflexive, and committed attention from agroecologists if they seek transformation over
reform. Mass anti-police protests amidst COVID-19 revived a clear, uncompromising dis-
course of abolition that agroecologist can learn from and support.

Abolitionists teach that in order to have a world with, youmust create a worldwithout –
a watchword for agroecologists attempting to ‘scale out’ within and against a massive
legal, institutional, material, and finance apparatus of the current global food economy.
Abolitionists demonstrate that reform proposals molt into increasingly cunning and soph-
isticated guises, which are bound to split agroecologists’ ranks unless they understand the
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strategy for what it is. Abolitionists embrace but also shatter utopian charges by remind-
ing us that there is nothing normal, natural, or unchangeable about social institutions
society has erected. From slavery to Jim Crow, the once ‘everlasting suns’ are closer to
stardust now. Can we imagine, then, a world without prison industrial complexes, agroin-
dustrial complexes, and other strongholds of racial capitalism? Abolitionists underline
that abolish is a verb, a crucial recognition that gets us past an abolitionist/agroecologist
identity binary to where we can think materially and practically about ‘abolitionist agroe-
cologists,’ and ‘agroecological abolition.’ Land reparations will constitute an important
site of abolitionist-agroecology work, as will advancing biodiversity-based practices and
horizontal learning to keep territories in communities’ hands long term. The conjuncture
of COVID-19 and systemic racism has created an extraordinary moment for abolitionist
agroecology, should we choose to take it.
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